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Reading as Literacy in Content Area
Thomas H. Estes
University of Virginia
Literacy is not an absolute
quality-all readers are capable of
reading some things but not others,
and all text is readable to some
readers but not others. For example,
even the simplest text written in a
foreign language is unreadable to
anyone not familiar with the
language. Fields of specialty
employ, in essence, a language particular to the knowledge of which
they are constituted, and anyone not
familiar with that language is handicapped in trying to read in the
field. Whether a given reader finds
a given text readable is relative to
many diverse factors, including
linguistic facility, prior knowledge,
disposition, inclination, and situation (including the amount and kind
of help given the reader), in addition to clarity of organization, appropriateness, and physical
qualities of the text.
These sorts of factors, which serve
to determine literacy in any given
circumstance, can be divided into
two categories, two classes of concerns which it will be necessary to
consider in attempting to understand what literacy in content areas
might mean: (a) characteristics of
readers, and (b) textual features.
These are, incidentally, the factors
which make it true that where textbook readings are indiscriminately
assigned to be read by everyone in a
classroom, most readers will be illiterate in the sense that one or more
of these factors will operate against
them. In what follows, I'll attempt to
sketch briefly what seems to be
understood relative to these issues
and how we might move ahead to
understand them more clearly. To
do so, I'll be drawing on the work of
Donald Dansereau (2), Thomas
Anderson (1), and a group of researchers at the University of
Virginia headed by James Deese
(3,7).
READER CHARCTERISTICS
In our research at the University
of Virginia, we have asked readers
of three different ages to perform a
variety of tasks on textbook selections of a variety of difficulty levels.

We have asked readers to divide
reading selections from textbooks
into idea units by placing a slash
mark in the text wherever they think
one idea ends and another begins.
These divisions we have interpreted
as reflections of perceptions of text
and we have used them to form a
composite of perceived ideas in the
text selections, i.e., to divide our
texts in.to• consensua ly perceived
idea units. We have asked two other
different groups of readers to read
the texts, divide it into idea units,
and to perform two other tasks: to
rate the familiarity of the idea units
and to rate the relative importance
of the idea units to the author's
message.
The results of our research we interpret, in part, as evidence that
readers of different abilities and
ages do not see the same text in the
same way, or, as Louise Rosenblatt
(6) and Wolfgang Iser (5) have said
before us, that when different
readers read the same thing, it's not
the same thing. Differences in the
idea unit divisions, familiarity
ratings, and importance ratings of
seventh graders, tenth graders, and
college students (groups of college
students performed all our tasks on
all our text selections) suggest to us
differences in different readers'
realizations of the same text. Three
of these differences bear interesting
implications for the question of what
it means to be literate:
1. While seventh and tenth grade
students' idea unit segmentations
were in general agreement with college segmentations, two recurring
differences stood out. First, younger
readers intended to divide concrete
examples more finely than did college students, and they often divided abstract main points into a few
long sements, lumping together
points that college students saw as
important separate ideas. For an example of the tendency to divide concrete examples finely, consider the
following paragraph:
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It is not always easy to identify
organisms./ The difference between
two species of mice, for example, may
be very slight./ The difference may be
in the length of their tails and hind feet
or in the structure of their teeth./ Two
families of beetles may be separated
according to whether they have five
segments or six in the abdomen.

College students saw this paragraph
as one idea, a main idea, and two
supporting details in the form of examples. But seventh grade readers
saw four ideas here, indicated by
the slashes.
Contrast these differences in
reader perceptions with the following sample paragraph in which
younger readers have lumped the
abstract points together:
Closely similar species are put in the
same genus./ Similar genera (plural of
"genus") are grouped into a family./
Similar families are placed in still other
groups.

This time, it was the seventh graders
who saw a larger unit-the slashes
represent divisions by college
readers. It seems that college
readers lump detail and separate
abstractions but younger readers
separate detail and lump abstractions. Why this might be so is
anyone's guess, but the implication
is clear: less sophisticated readers
need help in learning to perceive
the ideational structure of text. Undoubtedly, this important skill
would almost always go unattended
in a content area classroom, and yet
it is a skill which any content area
teacher would find relatively easy to
emphasize. From a research angle,
more work is needed in the study of
segmentation performance of
readers who are skilled and unskilled
at perceiving text structure with a
view to developing techniques to
improve the perceptions of unskilled
readers.
2. Seventh and tenth grade importance ratings also differed in interesting ways from those of college
students. Consider these two differences and their implications:
younger students tended to give
high ratings to concrete examples
that college readers saw as relative-

ly unimportant, giving generally
lower ratings to abstract points that
college students saw as important.
Even more interesting, younger
readers tended to give high ratings
to familiar ideas, thinking,
presumably, that if they were
familiar ideas, they were important.
Perhaps that's in part just the way
~e~enth graders think, but perhaps
it 1s as well a matter of immature
judgement that would improve with
instruction.
3. The third kind of difference we
observed among our groups of
readers occurred in recall performance. When asked to summarize
excerpts from textbook selections,
seventh and tenth graders tended to
include unimportant concrete examples rather than focus on main
points. Younger readers tended to
omit essential abstract ideas in favor
of things they already knew. In fact,
the ideas most frequently "recalled"
by the seventh graders were ideas
which would be known already by
:nost seventh graders. For example,
m one selection the following
sentence occurred.
A dog doesn't know that it is a dog or
that it is supposed to be so closely
related to coyotes, wolves, and foxes
that they are all placed in the same
family.

The idea most frequently recalled
by seventh graders from reading a
several hundred word selection on
classification in which the above
sentence occurred was that "a dog
doesn't know that it is a dog."
I should hasten to point out,
however, that even college readers
found it difficult to organize their
summaries around essential and important ideas. One might argue that
this is merely an "output" problem,
that all our readers possessed a better understanding than they were
able to demonstrate. This seems
doubtful, for two reasons. First,
because college readers actually
constructed better summaries of the
college level passage than of lower
grade passages which were
themselves not as well constructed.
The quality of the writing of a textbook selection seems to determine
in part the quality of the summary a
reader is able to derive from it, and
textbooks tend to be quite poorly
written. Second, when we rewrote
passages, trying to highlight main

points and omit irrelevancies,
students'
recall
improved
dramatically, This suggests that
readers were able to understand
whatever was communicated clearly
but not what was unclear.
These results have implications
for both the improvement of reading
ability and the analysis of text quality. Independently conducted but
congruent research at other institutions reinforces this contention.
Donald Dansereau, of Texas Christian University, has for sometime
been active in researching and
developing ideas for making improvements in reader behaviors.
Too often, as Dansereau (2) points
out, educational research and
development are directed almost exclusively at the improvement of
teaching, usually with disappointing results; the relative neglect of
learning is unfortunate. Dansereau's
(4) ideas of a "learning strategies
curriculum" is a natural fit for improvement of reading in content
areas. My own distillation of these
ideas leads me to suggest three subcategories of reader strategies:
decision making, linking ideas, and
paraphrasing and imaging. Readers
can be taught to make decisions
about what they read: Does the text
confirm what they know? Does it
contradict their prior understandings? Does it contain new and interesting ideas? Is it puzzling or
confusing? If readers can see these
sorts of decisions as their task in
reading, they have a focus for
discussing what they've read.
Readers can also be taught to link
ideas in characteristic patterns: examples linked to the class of objects
or ideas they form; parts linked to
the wholes they form; results linked
to their causes; objects, events, or
concepts
linked
to
their
characteristics.
And readers can be taught to
paraphrase and image as a learning
strategy. Dansereau' s (2) research
suggests that these two summarizing
strategies can lead to increases as
much as 55 percent in retention.
Paraphrasing is more than rephrasing. Readers need to learn (modeling is a good a way as any) how to
express how they understand. Good
paraphrases can be constructed
around the question, "how would
you explain this to someone else?"
Imaging is similar to but more concrete than paraphrasing: illus-
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trating, graphing, charting, and
constructing models are all examples of imaging.
It might surprise a few people to
learn that virtually no seventh
grade, tenth grade, or even college
students in our research project
were observed to engage spontaneously in any of these strategies,
nor did they report they ever do so
when we asked them to detail their
study habits. It is sad but accurate to
say that most readers do not see
these behaviors as part of the task of
reading. But reading in content
areas could easily be taught as a
learning strategies curriculum.
TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

Thus far, I've spoken only of
reader characteristics and
strategies. About the matter of text
quality, the second category of concerns raised earlier, we probably
know less than about reader
behavior. Perhaps too many people
are inclined to see reading problems as problems in readers. The
bigger problems may lie in what is
read. And yet because we know so
little, in any objective sense, about
text qualities that affect comprehension, it is difficult to specify what
could be done to improve textbooks
generally. At the moment, textbook
writers seem to be working off an erroneous model which says, "use
simple words and short sentences
and try to make the content engaging by adding human interest kinds
of content and making details
vivid." There's nothing wrong with
that, but it has to be done carefully.
Too often, human interest and
vividness seems thrown in willynilly, making trouble for the reader
who is having trouble enough
already in distinguishing relevant
from irrelevant ideas and deciding
what to try to remember.
Thomas Anderson, Bonnie Armbruster, and Robert Kantor ( 1),
working at the Center for the Study
of Reading, funded by NIE at the
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, have analyzed texts on
the basis of four traditional
rhetorical properties: structure,
which concerns the ordering of
ideas determined by the purpose of
the text; coherence, which concerns
how well the sentences and ideas
are woven together and flow into
each other; unity, which concerns
the internal consistency of ideas;
and audience appropriateness,

which concerns the amount of explanation given, the vocabulary
load, the syntactic complexity, and
assumed background knowledge.
These researchers, like we, found in
the textbooks they analyzed
numerous instances of unclear
references, inappropriate or missing transitions, trivial details,
misleading and contradictory facts,
great rangings in content, and
haphazard changes in topic. Often,
we find authors leave major ideas to
be inferred while they waste words
on irrelevancies. Very frequently
the promise of subheadings is never
fulfilled because authors get off onto
counter examples of extended but
diverting metaphors which only
confuse readers. Inconsistencies
and ambiguities are commonplace
in textbooks. There is often a cruelly
unfortunate lack of voice in text
books with seemingly no reasonable
assumptions about the hapless
reader. If this sounds overstated, I
can only suggest to anyone that they
try their own hand at analyzing content area textbooks in terms set forth
by Anderson and colleagues. On

the other hand part of what it means
to be literate is to be able to deal
successfully with ideas in text, to
structure text to suit specific needs.
To teach reading in content areas is
to teach readers to do this, even in
textbooks which aren't paragons of
literacy excellence.
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